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DESAPIO has shown in [4] that it is possible to get very nice imbedding theorems for r-r- 
manifolds. Here we reprove these results and get some substantial generalizations. The other 
main feature of this paper is that we attack the problem within a general framework which 
makes clearer the relationship between s-tangential maps and imbeddability. The inductive 
proofs of [4] seem somewhat mysterious. 
Our approach is the following: Given an I-connected map f: M”-+ V” of degree + 1 
and a k-disk bundle < over M which is stably equivalent to the stable normal disk bundle of 
f, we try to engulf the total space of < in the boundary of a manifold Wn+kfl so that the ex- 
tended map f’ : W --+ V is a homotopy equivalence. In the conditionally stable range, 
namely k 2 n - 21- 1, this is possible. Thus PV looks like a disk bundle over Vand we have 
an imbedding of M in a k-sphere bundle over I/. If we apply this result to the case Y = S”, 
we get a criterion for when IV” imbeds in Sn+‘+r for an arbitrary I-connected manifold 
M”. 
In $1 we describe the necessary background and notation. The main imbedding theorems 
are stated in 92 and proved in $3 and p. In $5 we indicate the beginning of an obstruction 
theory in the critical dimension k = n - 2I- 2. The method developed in this paper is used 
in [I] to study the question of when two imbeddings are isotopic. 
51. PRFJXMIXARIES 
Given a map f: X -+ Y, let fc , f, , and f * be the maps f induces on the homotopy, 
homology and cohomology groups, respectively (integer coefficients will always be used in 
the last two cases). f is I-connected iff$ : xi X + xi Y is an isomorphism for 0 I is 1. If C; is 
an n-disk bundle over X, we shall identify X with the zero-section in E(5), the total space of 
c. We let S(t) stand for the total space of the associated sphere bundle. If r] is an m-disk 
bundle over X, then < is stabIy equivalent, or s-equivalent, to q if ;’ 8 Ox’ = r] 0 8~“f1-m for 
some I> 0, where oxi denotes the trivial i-disk bundle over X. 5 is stably tricial, or s-trivial, 
if < is s-equivalent to a trivial bundle over X. 
All manifolds will be C”, compact, and oriented, and comers shall not worry us. As 
usual, D’ denotes the closed unit ball in Euclidean k-space R’, and Sk-’ = dDk. If M” is a 
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manifold, let T.,~ be its tangent disk bundle, and /L _\r E H, M” its fundamental class. Recall 
thatf: LY’ -+ V” is said to have degree k 1 iff*(p.\J = 5 pV. The tubular neighbourhood of 
a submanifold will be identified with its normal disk bundle. Any imbedding of one manifold 
in another of the same dimension is assumed to be orientation preserving. int (M) denotes 
the interior of M. 
Definition. The stable normal disk bundle of a map f: Al” -+ W” will denote the normal 
disk bundle of an imbedding g : Al” + W” x Dk, k > 2n, which is homotopic to f. The s- 
equivalence class of this normal bundle is well-defined. We say thatfis stably tangential, or 
s-tangential, if the induced bundlef*rw is s-equivalent to r.,r. 
We shall now discuss an important property of s-tangential maps which we need later 
and which is due to Browder and Novikov. Suppose thatf: M” -+ V” is an s-tangential map 
of degree ‘r 1, where n 2 5 and V’ is l-connected. Then the theorem below is proved in [lo] : 
THEOREM 1.1. If n $ Z(mod 4), then there is a manifold Nnfl and s-tangential map 
f' : N --) V such that 
(a) c?N = M u M’, 
(b) f’ I M =L 
(c) f’ 1 M’ : M’-+ V is a homotopy equicalence, and 
(d) f’ is ([n/2] - l)-connected. 
This theorem justifies the following (compare [4]): 
Definition. (M, f, V) is said to satisfy (S) with respect to (N”+‘,f’, M ‘) iff’ : N --f V is 
an s-tangential map and (a)-(d) of Theorem 1.1 hold. (For brevity, we often simply say 
(M, f, V) satisfies (S).) 
Thus, the condition (S) is always satisfied if n $2(mod 4). If n z 2(mod 4), then we 
run into an obstruction, the Kervaire invariant; however, we can still prove something. In 
fact, if we letf’ = f # f: M # M+ V # V, where # denotes the connected sum operation, 
then we have 
THEOREM 1.2. (M # M, f ‘, V # V) satisfies (S) for all n 2 5. 
This theorem follows from the fact that the Kervaire invariant acts additively with 
respect to the operation of connected sum and lies in a group of order 2 (for details, see [3], 
[9], and the method of [IO]). 
Finally, we shall consider only maps of degree + 1 from now on, but this is merely for 
convenience. It would suffice to have the degree -t_ 1. 
$2. THE IMBEDDING THEOREMS 
Throughout this section f: M” -+ V” will be a map of degree + 1 which is I-connected, 
where 0 I I< [n/2] and V is l-connected. 
The two main imbedding theorems of this paper, which we shall prove in $3 and $4, 
are the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 5 be a k-disk bundle ocer M wphich is s-equicalent to the stable normal 
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disk bundle off. Set &bnAkT1 = E(r) x [0, l] and let D be an n-disk in :\l. If k 2 n - 21- 1 
and n + k 2 5, then tftere is a manifold W’;-k-l sucfi tfzat (FVO, E(S) x 0 u S(< 1 D) x 
[0, l] u E(< 1 D) x 1) E (II/; ZFV) and f extends to an s-tangential homotopy equiralence g : 
w-+ F: 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that n 2 5 and that (Al,f, V.) satisfies (S) bvitfi respect to (Nnfl, 
f’, ill’). Let 5 be a (k - I)-disk bundle ocer N n.fzicfi is s-equicalent to tfte stable normal disk 
bundt’e off’. Set WOn+k-l = E(< @ 0,‘). If k 2 n - 21 - 1, tften tftere is a manifold Wnf”” 
such tfict (WO, E(e @ Q,v’ j Al u _Lf’)) c (W, i?W) and f’ extends to an s-tangential fzomotopy 
equivalence g : W -+ V. 
Remark. Iffis [n/2]-connected, then it follows at once from Poincare duality and the 
Whitehead theorem that f is already a homotopy equivalence. 
Let us make some applications of these theorems. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose tftat k 2 max (n - 21 - 1, (n f 1)/2) and n + k 2 5. Let c be 
any k-disk bundle ocer M \r,ftich is s-equicalent to the stable normal disk bundle off: Then there 
is an s-trivial (k + I)-disk bundle n ocer V lc,ith E(c) c S(n). In particular, M (or M x Dk, 
iff is s-tangential) imbeds in S(v) for some s-tricial (k + l)-disk bundle v oter V. 
Proof. Let 1Y and g be as in the conclusion of Theorem 2.1. Let g : V + int (W) be a 
homotopy inverse of g. Since we are in the metastable range, it follows from [5] that we may 
approximate g by an imbedding. The normal bundle q of g is s-trivial because g is also s- 
tangential. W M E(q) by [12]. The rest follows easily. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let II 2 5 and k 2 n - 21 - 1. Suppose tftat (M,f, V) satisfes (S) with 
respect to (N”+‘, f ‘, M ‘). Let i be any (k - l)-disk bundle orer N lvhich is s-equicalent to tfte 
stable normal disk bundle off I. Tften E(< @ 0,’ 1 M) intbeds in E(< @ 8,’ 1 M’). If 2k 2 II + 3, 
tften E(< @ Qjvl ( M’) z E(n), ,c,ftere 11 is an s-tricial k-disk bundle ocer V. 
Proof. Let W and g be as in the conclusion of Theorem 2.2. Since the inclusion 
E(t @ OAV’ j M’) c W is a homotopyequivalence, wegetthat W N” E(< @ QN1) x [0, l] by [12]. 
This proves the first part of the corollary. The second part with 2k 2 n + 3 follows as in 
Corollary 2.1 from [5] and the fact that g IE(< @ Bs’ 1 Ad’) is s-tangential. 
Remark. Because of Theorem 1.2 one can always apply Corollary 2.2 to (M # M, 
f # f, V # V) independent of whether or not (M,A V) satisfies (S). 
Next, let tr, {, be two k-disk bundles over manifolds M,“, III,“, respectively. Define a 
k-disk bundle ti # SC2 over M, f M, as follows: Let Di be an n-disk in Mr, i = 1, 2, and 
choose trivializations Fi : D” x Dk -+ E(t, 1 Di) of ii 1 Di. Then 5, f 5, is the bundle with 
total space E(5, I M, - int (Dl)) u vE(t2 1 M, - int(D,)), where y : E(r, 1 dD,) --+ E(Sz 1 aD,> 
is given by V(X) = F2 F,-‘(x). That t1 # tr is well-defined is proved similarly to the way 
one proves that M, # M, is well-defined. 
Recall that a manifold is called a rc-manifold if its tangent bundle is s-trivial. We shall 
now prove some generalizations of [4], Theorem A. First, observe that every (oriented) 
manifold M” has a map f: AT --f S” of degree f 1. We may therefore study imbeddings of M 
in Sri+++ by applying Corollary 2.1 and 2.2 to (M, L Sn). In the next corollary we reduce the 
question of whether or not M imbeds in S “+“l in the conditionally stable range to one of 
whether or not a certain bundle exists. The last corollary specializes to the case of certain 
rr-manifolds. 
Let Ink = kernel of (rc,_,SO, -+ r,_iSO). Given any homotopy n-sphere 5”, then Ink 
can be considered as the set of s-trivial k-disk bundles over 1. If cr is such a bundle, we shall 
write rrz E: I,,‘. If X = S”, we omit the subscript and write simply G E Ink. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let M” be nn l-connected manifold. 0 I I < [n/2]. Suppose that k 2 n 
- 21- I and n + k 2 5. Let D he an n-disk in M and set ,Lf, = M - int (D). If < is an) 
k-disk bundle ocer M \thich is s-equiralertt to the stable normal disk bundle of RI in S”+q, 
qlarge, then E(< 1 Ad,) and hence Af, imbeds in Sntk. If k 2 (n + 1)/2, then there is n CJ E I:+’ 
such that M C E(c) C S(a); therefore, E((< @ 0’) # 0-l) c S” x Dkf’. In particular, M 
imbeds in Sn’k’l. 
Proof. Let W and g be as in Theorem 2.1 for the case V = S”. Then E(i 1 D) x (0, 1) 
u S(?j I D) x [O,l] s 8B’andsoE(c I M, E au, where U = closure of (W - E(c 1 D) x [0, 11). 
But since g is a homotopy equivalence, U has the homotopy type of a point, i.e., U z 
Dnfk+r by [12]. This proves the first statement in the corollary. The second follows im- 
mediately from Corollary 2.1 and the fact that is D’ is an n-disk in S”, then we may assume 
that E(a I II’) = E(t 1 D) x [0, l] (see also the proof of Corollary 2.4). 
Remark. To get M, imbedded in S r’+k it would suffice in Corollary 2.3 to have a k-disk 
bundle 5 over only M, which is s-equivalent to the stable normal bundle of M0 in S”+q, 4 
large. This follows easily from the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let M” be an l-connected x-manifold, 0 I 1 -C [n/2], n 2 5. Suppose 
that (M, f, S”) sati.s$es (S) with respect to (N”+‘, f’, X”). Let S; be an s-trivial (k - l)-disk 
bundle over N, where k 2 n - 21- 1. Then 
(a) there is a c-C E Ink so that E((< @ elvl 1 M) # CJ_~) imbeds in S”+“. In particular, 
M # -C imbeds in S”+k with trivial normal bundle. 
(b) If C = s” (i.e., M bounds a x-manifold), then M itnbeds in Snfk ,c?th a trivial 
normal bundle. 
(c) If 2k 2 n + 3, then there is a 0 E I,k so that E((c @ eivl 1 M) @ a), and hence M, 
imbeds in Snfk. 
Proof. Express C = D, u D_ , where D, , D_ are n-disks and D, n D_ = S”-I 
(see [ll], page 109). Let D be an n-disk in M. Connect D+ and D with a tube T z [0, I] 
xD”inNsothatH(OxD”)=Tn~=D+andH(lxD”)=TnM=D.Let~bethe 
bundle over [O, l] x (-C) satisfying q (0 x(-Z) = (4 1 C)-’ E Ink-‘. Finally, let 5 # ‘7 be 
the bundle over N # (CO, 1] x (-C)) obtained by taking the “connected sum” of < and 
17 along T and [0, l] x (-D-). Th en ((<#~J)OB,~‘)I(~~~# -z)=(50Q,y11W# 
((< l X)1: @ 8_,‘). Now apply Corollary 2.2 to 5 # q and observe that E((c # q) 
@ 8,’ I (X # -C)) M S” x Dk c S”+“. This proves (a). Clearly (b) follows from (a). 
To prove (c) we use the second part of Corollary 2.2 to get that E(< 8 0,’ 1 M) imbeds 
in E(q), where q is an s-trivial k-disk bundle over S”. Let D, be an n-disk in S” and F: 
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D” x d;+ E(q / Dl) be a trivialization of 4 1 D,. If p : E(q)+ S” is the bundle projection, 
vve may assume p 1 A4 has degree + 1. Therefore the intersection number of M and F(0 x Dk) 
is k 1, and by Whitney’s methods we can eliminate all but one of the intersection points 
(after we put M and F(0 x D’) in general position). Then E((< @ 8,,,’ ] M) # - 7) 5 E(q 
x - r/) z S” x Dk E SnCk and the Corollary is proved. 
As one can see, the last two corollaries are much better than Theorem A of [4]. (See 
also Theorem 5.1 .a). Corollary 2.3 is an imbedding theorem for is-manifolds independent of 
whether or not they satisfy (S). Both Corollary 2.3 and 2.4 also give information as to what 
normal bundles are possible. These results cannot be improved in general (see [7]). 
93. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
If h : X-r Y is a map, let Ki(h) denote the kernel of h, : HiX-, Hi I’. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f: &I” -+ V” be a map of degree + 1 \i#zich is l-connected, 0’5 I< [n/2]. 
Assume that V is I-connected. Then f* : H,M -+ Hi V is onto for 0 5 i 2 n, and Ki = K;(f) 
is a direct summnnd of H,M. Furthermore, f .+ is an isomorphism for 0 < i I I and n - I 
2 i < n; also, K,_r_l is torsion-free. 
Proof. The first part is proved in [IO], Lemma 3. f* is an isomorphism for 0 I i I 1 
by the Whitehead theorem. Let a E Hi M, n - I I i 5 n, and suppose f*(a) = 0. By PoincarC 
duality there is a b E H”-‘M with b n 11,~ = a. Now f * : H”-‘V ---t H”-‘M is an isomor- 
phism since 0 5 n - i 5 I (also because of the Whitehead theorem). Therefore there is a 
b’ E H”-‘V with f*(b’) = b. Then b’ n pv = f*(f*(b’) n p,+J = f,(b n P.~M) =f*(a) = 0, and 
so 6’ = 0. This implies that b = 0, and hence a = 0. Thus f, is an isomorphism for n - I 
li In. 
We must still show that K,_ l_1 is torsion-free. Now in [IO], Lemma 3, it is also proved 
that H’+‘M = f *(Hl+l V) @ (n pM)-lKn_I_l, so that it suffices to show that f* maps onto 
the torsion of H’+‘M. This follows from the naturality of the universal coefficient theorem 
for cohomology because the torsion in H’+’ M comes from H,M and f* is an isomorphism 
there; and so Lemma 3.1 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We are given a map f : M” -+ V” of degree + 1 which is I-connected, 
where 0 I I < [n/2] and V is l-connected. 5 is a X--disk bundle over M which is s-equivalent 
to the stable normal disk bundle off with k 2 n - 21- 1 and n + k 2 5. WOn-tk+l = 
E(t) x [O,l]. The assumption on < implies that f extends to an s-tangential map g,, : W, -+ V. 
We may identify K&f) with with Ki(gO) since M is a strong deformation retract of W,. 
Let D be an n-disk in M and let A = E(5) x 0 u S(i 1 D) x [0, I] u E({ 1 D) x 1 and No 
= aFV, - int (A). 
We now want to start attaching handles to rY, on N, to kill the kernels Ki(g,). We 
shall do this inductively and consider the case I 2 1 first. Suppose that we have defined a 
manifold Wp?:+’ and an s-tangential map gp_l : “VP_. 1-+V,lIpIn-22[-1,satisfying: 
(a) 0%) 4 c CW,-,, aw,-,>, 
@I s,-1 Iwo =go, 
(c) gp_r is (I +p - I)-connected, 
(d) Let j’ : N,_, = 2Wp_1 - int (A) + Ii’,_, be the natural inclusion. Thenj’ is (0 - I- 2)- 
connected and j#’ : ~i,-~-~~~~-~ -+ z,_~-~M/~_~ is onto, 
(e) If j : W, + Wp_l is the natural inclusion. then j* : Hi W, + Hi Wb_l is an isomorphism 
for i > 1 +p; if i = 1 fp, j* is one-to-one and K,.,(g,_,) =j,(K,,,(g,)) @ G, where 
G is a torsion-free group which is zero if K,,,_,(gO) had no torsion. 
Observe that IV,, N, , and go satisfy (a)-(e), since j’ is then in fact (tr - I)-connected, 
and that go, is onto by Lemma 3.1. Let us construct lVpnek* ’ and gp : G’, + K First, it 
follows from (b) and the fact that g,,, is onto that g?-i, is onto. By [IO], Lemma 5, every 
element of Kl+,(g,_l) is in the image of the Hurewicz map Ir : r,_plVp_l - HI+,V$_,. 
Butj~‘:xiN,_,-+niW,_, is onto for I’ (n-l- 1 by (dl. and I+p<I+(n--2/- 1) 
= n - I - 1. Therefore every a E Kl+p(gp_-l) can be realized as a map x :.Scp-+ N,_,, 
i.e., j,‘cc&) = a, where /I is a generator of Hi,, S” p. 
Now express Kl+&gp_,) as a direct sum of cyclic sroups with generators n, , i = 1, . , 
t. We just saw that the ai can be realized as maps yi : S"p-+ X,_,. Note that 2(f + p) 
+1 r21+2(n-21-1)+1=n+(n-21-l) -<n f k. Thus Whitney’s theorem allows 
us to assume that the Czi are imbeddings. In fact, by a general position argument we may 
assume that mi(SJfp) n u,(S'+~) = fa, for i # s. 
Next, consider the normal disk bundles yi of the CL, in Aep-,, which we also take to be 
disjoint. By [IO], Lemma 5, we may impose an additional condition on the gi, namely, that 
gp_lj’rli N_ 0. It follows that the vi are trivial because gp_i is s-tangential and f +p< TV 
+ k - (I + p) = dimension of yi (see, for example [IO], Lemma 6 or [9], Lemma 3.5). Let 
9i : S’+P x D,l+k-f-p --f E(rJ be a trivialization of Y;. Let 
byn+k+l 
P 
= Iv,_, u+ ‘VP_, x co, 1-J u7,(Df+“A’ x r-‘-‘-q 
u . . . Uyr(DLfPf 1 x D”*k-l-p), 
where $ :N,_, x O+LV,_~, $(x, O)= X, and ‘ii: Slip x D”‘L-‘-p+ IV,_, x 1, -ii(X) 
= p,(x) x 1. Since gp_lj’cLi N 0, we can extend gp-i to a map gp : LVP -+ Y. gp may not be 
s-tangential, but ni+pSOn+k_r_p -+ 7rlfp SO is onto and so we will get an s-tangential gp by 
the standard technique of modifying the ‘pi, if necessary, with a map of SfAp -+ SO,,+,_ (-,, 
(see [lo], Proposition 1, and [9], $6). 
Let US show that Wp and gp satisfy (a)-(e). (a) and (b) are satisfied by construction. Let 
i : Wp_, -+ W,, be the natural inclusion. Consider the exact sequence 
gp - L\ 
‘w’ 
is,. 
Hi V 
Now Hi+,(W,, Wp_,) = 0 unless i = I +y, and Hlip+l (CV,, iVp_l) is a direct sum of t 
infinite cyclic groups with generators hi, i = 1, . . . , t, satisfying ?,,,,,(bi) = ni. Therefore 
j* is an isomorphism unless i = ! + p or I + p -!- 1 :j, is one-to-one if i = I + p + 1 and onto 
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if i = I+ p. ?,+,_ i is onto K,+,(g,_,) by construction. Hence gp_ is an isomorphism for 
0 I i 5 I i p. An application of the Whitehead theorem gives us that gP is (I + p)-connected. 
This proves (c). If K,,,(g,_,) had no torsion, then Zl+p71 is one-to-one, and Klfpil(gp) 
=j*(K,+,+,(g,-1)) =j*j*(K lLpil(g,,)). If Klip(gp_l) does have torsion (which would 
come from K,,,(g,))-say ai, i = 1, . . . , t,, are generators of the torsion part with orders 
n;--then ~Yl+~+i(g~) =j,j*(K I+,+l(gO)) @ G’, where G’ is a torsion free group generated 
bythen,b,, i= 1. . . . , t, , considered as elements of H,+,+lPVP. This proves (e). 
Finally, set S = closure of (K’, - WP_l), N, = L7rVP - int (A), and consider the exact 
sequences 
Observe that H,(X, iV,) = 0 unless i = n + /c - I- p. Therefore H,N, -+ H,X is an iso- 
morphism for 0 I i I n - I - 2 and onto for i = n - I - 1. By (d) and the Whitehead 
theorem H,(W,, X) z Hi(Wp_[, N-,) = 0 for i I n - I - 1, and so the composition 
HtN,-tHiX-‘Ht~~~ is an isomorphism for i<r~--I-2 and onto for i=n-l-l. 
Another application of the Whitehead theorem proves (d) for (ivP, NJ. 
This finishes our inductive definition of “VP, gP. Let W = !v,,_zI_l and g =gn_21_1. 
It follows from (c) that g is (n - I - I)-connected. But Ki(g,) = 0 for i 2 n - I by Lemma 
3.1, so that (e) implies that g.+ : Hi W -+ Hi V is an isomorphism for all i. Therefore g is a 
homotopy equivalence, and we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.1 in case 12 1. 
Suppose now that I = 0. We define PV,_,, N,_,, and gP_l inductively as before, but we 
must make a special case of W,, N, and gl. Also, we ask that condition (e) be satisfied only 
if I +p =p 2 3. We construct PV, by picking the ri : S’+ N, to be generators of zlAb 
(instead of H,W,) and attaching handles to W, along N, via C(~ as above. Observe that the 
second part of condition (e) will not necessarily be satisfied ifp = 2. Once we have RJ,, N, 
= awl - int (A), and gl, we construct the Wi, Ni, and gi, for i 2 2, as in the case 12 1. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
In proving Theorem 2.1 we have really done most of the work necessary to prove 
Theorem 2.2. We only need to make some modifications. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We are again given an l-connected map f: $1” + V” of degree 
+ 1, where n 25, 0 I I < [n/2], and V is l-connected. This time (M,f, V) satisfies (S) with 
respect to (N”” , f ‘, Ad’) and t is a (k - l)-disk bundle over N which is s-equivalent to the 
stable normal disk bundle off’, k 2 12 - 2f- 1. WonGk+’ = E(< @ 0,‘). As before, f’ ex- 
tends to an s-tangential map go : W, -+ V, and we may identify KiCf’) with Ki(g,). Using 
0,’ we can express S(< 0 Bdvl) = B, u B_ , where B, n B_ = S(5). Set ri = E(5: @ 6,’ IivZ) 
u B, u E(< @ 0,’ 1 M’) and N, = 6PV, - int (A). 
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We want to imitate the proof of Theorem 2.1 and attach handles to B’, on iv,, to kill 
the Ki(g,,). Therefore we shall define inductively a manifold iV,“j:*’ and an s-tangential 
map gP-l : Wp-l -+ F, 1 5 p I n - I- [n/2], satisfying: 
(a) (W,, 4 E (vV,-,, ZpVP-,>, 
(b) gp-J%=3oo> 
(c) gP-l is ([n/2] -t-p - 2)-connected, 
(d) Let j’ : N,_, = c~W~._~ - int (A) --f W,_, be the natural inclusion. Then j’ is (n - I - 2)- 
connected and j#’ : I~,_,-~N~-~ -+ x,_,_,W,_, is onto, 
(e) If j : W, + kVp_, is the natural inclusion, then j, :Hi W, + Hi CVp-l is an isomorphism 
for i > u = [n/2] + p - I ; if i = II, j, is one-to-one and K,,(g,_ I) = j,(K,( g,,)) 0 G, 
where G is a torsion-free group which is zero if K,,_,(g,) had no torsion. 
Now W,, No, and go satisfy (a)-(e) because the inclusion LV, E W, is a homotopy 
equivalence and g,, is ([n/2] - 1)-connected by Theorem 1.1 .d. Also, go, is onto since f* is 
onto by Lemma 3.1. The construction of PV, and gP from PV,_ 1 and gP- I proceeds just as in 
Theorem 2.1. If s = n - I- [n/2], then W = W, and g = gs will have the desired properties. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
55. THE FIRST OBSTRUCTIOSS 
From now on we assume that f: M” + I/” is a map of degree + 1 which is I-connected, 
where n 2 6, 1 5 I< [n/2], and M, Vare l-connected. In the previous sections we tried to 
get a certain imbedding of M in codimension k 2 n - 21- 1. Now we want to analyze the 
difficulties that one runs into in case k = n - 21- 2. We shall describe some obstructions 
whose vanishing gives an imbedding of M-point in codimension 12 - 21- 2. 
We consider the situation of Theorem 2.1 and assume that < is an (n - 2Z- 2)-disk 
bundle over M which is s-equivalent to the stable normal disk bundle of J Let us use the 
same notation as in the proof of that theorem. There is no additional difficulty in defining 
the Wi2”-21-1 provided 0 I i 5 n - 2f- 2. If we were able to construct Wn_2L-1, we would 
of course have Theorem 2.1 again for k = n - 21- 2. Suppose therefore that we do have 
1V,_,,_, and let us carefully review what we did to get PV,_,I_,. 
LEMMA 5.1. In addition to (a)-(e) of $3, ,re nlcly nsslirrze that Wi, 0 S i 5 n - 21- 2, 
satisfies 
(f) Ai=AUS(<\A4(n-I-i-l))X[O, l] uE(<(M(n-I-i-1))x IGdW,, where, 
for an arbitrary closed l-connected manifold U”, n 2 6, U(q) =p-l[O, q + l/2] and 
U*(q) = U - int (U(n - q - 1)) with respect to some jixcd minimal nice Morse function 
p : U -+ R(see 1111, page 44, and [12], $6). 
Proof. There is nothing special about our particular choice of Ni in the proof of Theorem 
2.1. Given Ni and Wi , the important property of Ni that we need to define Wii I is that 
j+’ : nl+i+l Ni + xl+ i+l Wi is onto. For this, it is sufficient to have j*’ : H,N, + H, Wi an isomor- 
phism for 0 5 s 5 I + i and onto for s = I + i + 1, because we can then apply the Whitehead 
theorem. Call this weaker condition (d)‘. M*(l + i) x 1 is a strong deformation retract of 
8i_1 = Z(E(<) x [0, 1-J) - int (A) and M*(f + i) x 1 g M x 1 E rVO is (I + i - I)-connected 
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and onto in homology in dimension I+ i. Therefore alter the definition of ~~ in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 as follows: Set LVo = B, ; suppose that ;Vi-l and M/,_I have been defined, 
1 li In-21-2: construct 6Vi as before and let N, = ZFVi - int (A,,l). We leave it to the 
reader to check that this is a workable procedure (for example, it must be checked that Ai, 
and FVi satisfy (d)‘). This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
In particular, Lemma 5.1 implies that E(< [ Af(I + 1)) x 1 E i.w”_,,_3. We also in- 
dicated that we may assume that N”_21_2 = ZCV”_21_2 - int (.il”_II_l). Now 
.\I*(,! - 1 - 1) = !CI*(n - 1 - 2) u,p+ l x D’+’ ), u ” 
u,pq(D”-~-1 x @+I&, 
where ‘pi : ED”-‘-’ x D’+’ -+ Zhl*(n - I - 2) are imbeddings. Let yi : Sn-‘-1-+ IV~__~~__~, 
15 i < t, be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. As a consequence of Lemma 5.1 we shall show 
in the next lemma that we can position the xi very nicely. This will be important for proving 
Theorem 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. W’emayass~rmethat zi(S”-I-‘) n A”-21_z = (D”-‘-I x O)i x 1, 1 I i < t. 
Proof. Clearly, we can order the handles (D”-‘-I x DIT1ji above in such a manner 
that n, E H”_,_,W’,_21-2 is the homology class determined by (D”-I-’ x O)i x 1, 15 i I t. 
Next, push the xi off S(< 1 M(I + 1) - int (MQ)) x [0, l] so that cc,(S”-I-‘) n A”_21_2 
E int(E(< IM(I+ 1) - int(M(I))) x l).LetF, :(D”-‘-’ x D'+'),x D”-2’-2-+E(~ /(D”-‘-’ 
x D’fl)i) be trivializations of < 1 (D”-‘-’ x D’f’)i. By a general position argument we 
may suppose that x~(S”-‘-~ ) intersects Fj ((0 x D’+l)j x D”-“-2) x 1 transversally in, say 
nij, points. But the intersection number of r,(S”-‘-‘) and Fj((O x D’fl)j x D”-21-2) x 1 
is 0 if i #j and + 1 if i =j. Therefore, using Whitney’s method, \te can eliminate all non- 
essential intersections and arrange it so that nij = 0 if i #j and nii = 1. It is easy to finish 
the proof of the lemma from here. 
Now we are ready to see what kind of obstructions there are to constructing I+‘,,_,,_,. 
The first problem is that the cci(S”-‘-I) may intersect, and the second is that the vi may not 
be trivial. In the next theorem we shall show that some special cases of the second problem 
are manageable. The case of intersecting ui(S”-‘-’ ) is much more difficult and will not be 
touched on here. 
Let II/ : ~n-I-2 SO”-ZI-2 -+ x,_~-~ SO,_,_, be the map induced by the natural inclusion. 
Define G”*’ = 1:1:1 i/IC/(1IIfl;‘). We shall see that sometimes ive can cause 11~ to be trivial 
by changing < by means of an element in the image of Ic/. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that M” is an l-connected manifold, 1 _< 1 < [n/2], n 2 5. Let D 
be un n-disk in M. Since M is I-connected, 1i.e may assume that D = M(I). Let { be an (n - 21 
- 2)-disk bundle ocer M bvhich is s-equiwlent to the stable normal disk bundle of M in Sn+‘, 
k large. Set M, = M - int (D). Then 
(a) E(t 1 M,) E (S”-‘-’ x S”-‘-‘), # . # (S”-‘-’ x S”-‘-l)t, \l,here t = rank of 
H,,_,_, M -I- torsion rank of H”_,_,M; 
(b) if G”*’ = 0, rank of H,_ ,- 1 M < 1, au1 H,, _ I _ 2 M is torsion-free, then there is an 
(n - 21- 2)-disk bundIe <’ ocer _cI, such that 2’ j .\f*(n - 1 - 3) = ‘2 / .bf*(n - I - 2) and 
E(<‘) imbeds in S’“-“-2. 
Remark. It is unnecessary to assume that -12 is l-connected in Theorem 5.1. We have 
done SO only because we found it convenient to have a minimal nice Morse function on Jf. 
The case I = 0 can be easily handled separately. Also, it would suffice to have < defined only 
over M, . In any case, the <’ we obtain is s-equivalent to < 1 .LZ, . 
Proof. TO prove this theorem we apply the preceding discussion to the case L’ = S”. 
Let D” = PV,_zr-z - E(c) int (D)) x [0, 11. Then it follows from the properties of Pvn_zr-Z 
that Hi FV’ = 0, for i f n - I- 1, and H,_,_, D” = free abelian group on t generators, 
al, . . . . a,. Since x,._-~W’M H,_l_lW’, we may represent each ai by a map pi : S”-L-l 
+ int (W’). By [5], we may assume that the pi are imbeddings. The normal disk bundle vi’ 
of pi is trivial because W’ is a n-manifold and dimension of vi’ = n - I r n - I - 1. Further- 
more, by a general position argument, we may asswne that E(v,‘) n E(v ‘) = @ if i # j. 
Let W” be the boundary connected sum of the E(v,‘) in W’, i.e., W” = E(v[‘)j & . . . 2 E(v,‘) 
(see [IO], page 20). It is easy to show that W’ - int(W”) is an h-cobordism so that dW” 
M dW’ by [12]. But O’W” = (S”-‘-’ x S”-‘-‘), # . . . # (S”-‘-’ x Sri-‘-1111 and E(j 1 ,bf,) 
E dW’. This proves (a). 
In proving (b), we shall again use the notation in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Note that 
since H,_l_zM is torsion-free, Kn_I_l(gn_21-2) z H,_,_,M by condition (e) in $3. If 
H,_l_,M = 0, then we are done by Corollary 2.3. Assume therefore that H,_,_,CV,_2,_2 
is infinite cyclic and generated by a,, which is represented by an imbedding u1 : S”- ‘- ’ 
-+ Nn-?I-2. By Lemma 5.1. and 5.2 we may suppose that cf) is satisfied and z,(S”-I-‘) 
n An-21_2 = (P-‘-l x 0) x 1. By hypothesis, G”*’ = 0, and so there is a V, EI~I~!;’ 
with$(v,) = vl. Let F: (P-I-’ x D’f’)l x Dn-21-2 -+ E(< j (D”-‘-’ x D’+‘),)beatrivializ- 
ation of < 1 (D”-‘-I x D’fl)l. Define 5’ to be the bundle over M, with total space E(t’) 
= E(e lM*(n - I- 2)) uli (P-‘-l x D’“‘), x Dnm21e2, where H : (dD’-I-’ x D’-‘), x 
D”-“-2 + aE(t ] M*(n - I - 2)) and H(x, y, z) = F(x, I’, ~(X)(Z)), where [fl] = V1 -I. Let 
wi = Wi - E({ [ int (D)), 0 5 i 5: n - 2 I - 2. Suppose now that we had originally used t’ 
to define r0 instead of 5. We can use the same construction for the FL, 0 < i I n - 21- 2 
that we used with <. The only change is that we have arranged it so that z1 has a trivial normal, 
bundle in our new i7,,_21-2. Hence we can construct ti7,_21_1 as usual. But w2-21_1 z 
D2”-‘l-l by [12], and E(<‘) c d p,,_21_1. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
The next corollary is a crude example of how Theorem 5.1 applies in concrete cases. 
It is proved by using the tables of [8] to show that G”,’ = 0 for the appropriate n and 1. 
We hope to be able to discuss this critical case k = n - 21- 2 in more detail in another 
paper. 
COROLLARY 5.1. (a) Let M” be a n-manifold, n 2 5. Suppose that Hn-2 M is torsiotl free 
and H,_,M is cyclic. If n z 0, 2, 4, or 6 (mod 8), then M-point imbeds in S’“-2. 
(b) If ATi is a I-connected E-manifold arrd if H, ;Vl’ is cyclic, then ;lfi-point itnbeds 
in 9. 
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(c) If M1 I is a 3-connected z-manifold u.ith H 7 .I!’ ’ c?,ciict and Hi .I1 I1 torsion-free, then 
.Ll”-point imbeds in S”. 
(d) If M I2 is a I-connected ~-manifold with El- .If” cJ,clic, anti H, .CI” torsion-free, 
then ,Ll”-point imbeds in S”. 
$6. coscLUsIos 
In conclusion, hve bvould like to raise the interssting question of whether it is possible 
to get all the results of [5] with surgery techniques such as \ve used here (of course, one would 
be allowed to use the stable imbedding theorems which are, in some sence, elementary, 
whereas the metastable results of Haefliger invol\,e a much more detailed analysis of 
singularities). For example, it is possible to show in this way that every I-connected manifold 
M” imbeds in S’“- ’ where 0 _< 1 < (n - 4)/l. Let D bz an n-disk in AI and set U = .Ci - int 
(D). Let < be any (i - I - 1)-disk bundle over U which is s-equivalent to the stable normal 
disk bundle of U in Sn-ry, 4 large. Such a ;” exists since U has the homotopy type of an 
(n - I - I)-dimensional complex. Then from the remark following Corollary 2.3 it follows 
that E(< @ 0,‘) imbeds in S’“-I. This gives an imbedding of U in S’“-’ with a normal vector 
field. One can use this vector field to get an imbedding of ,LI as in [6]. One needs here the 
fact that two imbeddings of a sphere in a disk in the metastable range are isotopic, but this 
special case can also be proved via sur,oery alone. 
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